
CallCabinet Enhances Certified for Microsoft
Teams Compliant Video Conference Recording

An AI-Driven Call Recording, Quality Assurance, Voice

Analytics & Compliance Solution

New enhancements provide multiple

video streams, screen and application

sharing

BOCA RATON, FLORIDA, UNITED

STATES, February 22, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- CallCabinet, a

leading global provider of Microsoft

Azure-native call recording, AI analytics,

and quality control solutions, is

pleased to announce that Atmos, a

solution certified for Microsoft Teams,

has enhanced the user experience with

multiple video streams and screen-

application sharing.  Expanding upon

the value that Atmos brings to Teams,

now the user experience provides

multiple video feeds simultaneously

during Teams video conferences, along

with screen sharing, all from a single

user interface. Now, users designated

as recording targets and meeting hosts

can record up to nine of the most

active video streams simultaneously (a

Teams limit) and screen sharing

sessions presented during the same

meeting. 

CallCabinet has utilized Teams technology to incorporate video conference recording

functionality into Atmos while redesigning its user interface to accommodate the enhancements.

“Now, during playback, users can listen to the meeting, playback all of the video streams

simultaneously as well as the screen sharing sessions, to have a 360-degree view of the entire

video conference,” stated Ron Romanchik, CallCabinet’s Chief Strategy Officer.  “Atmos provides

the flexibility for the meeting host to see the most active video feeds during the call while

http://www.einpresswire.com


dynamically changing streams as other participants become more active. This enhances

Microsoft Teams video recording, where video streams become most useful.  Think of an online

learning session, where teachers and students are in a video session.  Atmos captures the

session for the most active, along with the on-screen presentation, making the recording useful

in online learning playback.  The applications for this technology are limitless from large-scale

investor conferences to government council meetings.”  

Pete Daderko, Director of Product Marketing, Microsoft Teams Phone at Microsoft said “We’re

pleased to see CallCabinet’s Atmos compliance video recording solution benefit from being built

and run on Microsoft Azure. Collaboration over Microsoft Teams Phone and virtual meetings has

experienced increased adoption in the past 18-months, and with it, the need for global

compliance. CallCabinet, combined with Teams, helps ensure global compliance for customers

and complements the use of Teams across their enterprise.” 

While Atmos can record and playback video conference sessions, the new user interface design

displays a chronological feed of each video and screen sharing session, and enables users to

easily select and review specific recorded streams or the entire meeting based on analysis needs.

According to Romanchik, “selecting specific recorded streams does not affect the recording, but

is a convenient feature that provides a customized playback experience.  CallCabinet's enhanced

Teams video recording capabilities were made available in Atmos' most recent update”.

Romanchik continued, “the response from our subscribers has been enthusiastic, with an

overwhelming rate of adoption for the enhanced Teams video recording features.”

Before becoming a certified Microsoft solution for compliance recording, CallCabinet’s long-

standing relationship included being an IP Co-sell Incentivized Managed Partner. Featured in the

Microsoft Azure Marketplace and Microsoft AppSource Marketplace, Atmos has been considered

a natural compliance recording and voice analytics solution due to the direct integration into the

Teams environment; providing a rapidly deployed, highly resilient, multi-branch and multi-tenant

solution that ensures compliance from any location or device. 

To learn more about Atmos by CallCabinet and our compliance recording solution for Teams,

visit www.callcabinet.com.

About CallCabinet

CallCabinet is the pioneer of cloud-native call recording software as a service. Atmos by

CallCabinet makes highly actionable, business-critical insights accessible to every business

through AI-powered voice analytics. CallCabinet leads the migration from legacy, premise-based

compliance recording to the Cloud with an essential service offering that integrates archival and

new compliance recordings into usable voice data that big data business solutions can utilize.

CallCabinet’s recording platform modernizes the customer experience, mitigates security risks,

and meets global compliance and data sovereignty standards. Our scalable solution reduces the

total cost of ownership (TCO) while providing businesses full ownership of their security

compliance, controls and data. Atmos’ cloud security, rotating encryption methodology,

redundant and resilient network is a secure and compliant multi-platform, multi-tenant, carrier-

https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/callcabinetcorporation1584393576335.atmos?tab=Overview
https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-us/product/web-apps/callcabinetcorporation1584393576335.atmos
https://www.callcabinet.com/


grade solution that is telephone system/platform agnostic - changing compliance from locational

to individual. 

Headquartered in Boca Raton, Florida, CallCabinet has additional regional offices in Australia,

Germany, South Africa, and the United Kingdom. Discover the power, flexibility, and scalability of

Atmos at www.callcabinet.com.
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